Traditional Cramér-Rao type bounds provide benchmarks on the variance of any estimator of a deterministic parameter vector, while requiring a priori specification of a desired bias gradient. However, in applications, it is often not clear how to choose the required bias. A direct measure of the estimation error that takes both the variance and the bias into account is the mean-squared error (MSE). Here, we develop bounds on the MSE in estimating a deterministic vector x0 using estimators with linear bias vectors, which includes the traditional unbiased estimation as a special case. We show that there often exists linear bias vectors that result in an MSE bound that dominates the CRLB, so that it is smaller than the CRLB for all x0. Furthermore, we explicitly construct estimators that achieve these bounds by linearly transforming the maximum-likelihood estimator.
INTRODUCTION
One of the prime goals of statistical estimation theory is the development of bounds on the best achievable performance in estimating parameters of interest in a given model, as well as determining estimators that achieve these bounds. Such bounds provide benchmarks against which we can compare the performance of any proposed estimator, and insight into the fundamental limitations of the problem.
Here, we consider the class of estimation problems in which we seek to estimate a deterministic parameter vector x0 from measurements y. The relationship between y and x0 is described by the probability density function (pdf) p(y; x0) of y characterized by x0.
A classic performance bound is the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [1] , which characterizes the smallest achievable total variance of any unbiased estimator of x0. When the measurements y are related to the unknowns x0 through a linear Gaussian model, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of x0, which is given by the value of x that maximizes p(y; x), achieves the CRLB. Furthermore, when x0 is estimated from independent identically distributed (iid) measurements, under suitable regularity assumptions, the ML estimator is asymptotically unbiased and achieves the CRLB [1] .
Although the CRLB is a popular performance benchmark, it only provides a bound on the variance of the estimator assuming a zero bias. In many cases the variance can be made smaller at the expense of increasing the bias, while ensuring that the overall estimation error is reduced. The total variance of any estimator with a given bias is bounded by the biased CRLB [2] . The specification of the biased CRLB requires an a-priori choice of the bias gradient. However, in applications it is typically not obvious how to make such a choice. Instead, it would be desirable to obtain a bound directly on the estimation errorx − x0, wherex is an estimate of x0, This work was supported in part by the EU 6th framework programme, via the NEWCOM network of excellence, and the Israel Science Foundation.
without having to pre-specify the bias. To characterize the best possible bias-variance tradeoff we may consider the mean-squared error (MSE), which is the sum of the total variance and the squared-norm of the bias. Using the biased CRLB which bounds the total variance, we can readily obtain a bound on the MSE of any estimatorx with a given bias vector: ifx is an arbitrary estimator of x0 with bias vector b(x0) then its MSE is bounded below by
where J −1 (x0) is the Fisher information matrix 1 , and D(x0) = ∂b(x0)/∂x is the bias gradient matrix. Ideally, to obtain the tightest possible MSE bound, we would like to minimize (1) over all bias vectors b(x0). Unfortunately, since no limitations are imposed onx, the minimal bound is the trivial (zero) bound which can be achieved withx = x0.
Instead of attempting to minimize the MSE over all possible estimators, we may restrict attention to estimators with bias vectors that lie in a suitable class; the CRLB is an example where we consider only estimators with zero bias. More generally, we may allow for bias vectors that are linear in x0 so that b(x0) = Mx0 for some matrix M. The MSE bound of (1) then becomes
Our goal then is to find the smallest MSE achievable over all estimators with linear bias. An advantage of this class of bias vectors is that we can use results on unbiased estimation to find estimators that achieve the corresponding MSE bound. Specifically, ifx is an efficient estimator, i.e., an unbiased estimator that achieves the CRLB (corresponding to M = 0), then the MSE of the estimatorx b = (I + M)x is equal to MSEB (M, x0). Therefore, ifx achieves the CRLB and we find an M such that MSEB (M, x0) < MSEB (0, x0) for a suitable set of x0, then the MSE ofx b will be smaller than that ofx for all x0 in the set. This allows us to reduce the MSE by a simple linear transformation. In particular, since under suitable regularity conditions the ML estimator is asymptotically efficient, our results will allow us to improve upon the ML estimator asymptotically for all choices of x0 in a suitable set using a linear transformation.
In Section 2 we discuss cases in which the MSE bound can be minimized directly over all linear bias vectors. For the more general setting we propose, in Section 3, concrete methods for finding a linear bias vector such that the resulting MSE bound is smaller than the CRLB for all values x0. To this end we first show that such a bias vector can be obtained as a solution to a convex optimization problem. We then restrict our attention to estimation problems in which the CRLB is quadratic in x0, and analyze the resulting problem for two special cases: unrestricted choices of x0 (Section 4) and the case where x0 lies in a quadratic set (Section 5). In both settings we show that a linear bias vector exists such that the resulting MSE bound is smaller than the CRLB for all feasible values of x0. This vector can be found as a solution to a semidefinite programming problem (SDP) which is a tractable convex problem that can be solved very efficiently. We then develop necessary and sufficient optimality conditions which lead to further insight into the optimal solution and in some cases can be used to derive explicit closed-form solutions for the optimal bias vector. In Section 6 we demonstrate through an example that by a simple linear transformation of the ML estimator, we can reduce the MSE.
Proofs of results, which are omitted due to space limitations, can be found in [3] .
MINIMAL MSE BOUND WITH LINEAR BIAS
We begin by discussing cases in which the bound of (2) can be minimized directly. Since MSEB (M, x) is convex in M, we can find the optimal value by setting the derivative to 0, which yields
Using the matrix inversion lemma, M can be written explicitly as
In general M will depend on x which is unknown. However, if (4) is independent of x, then this choice of M minimizes the bound for all x. This occurs when x = x is a scalar, and J −1 (x) = α|x| 2 for some α > 0, which leads to the following theorem. Theorem 1. Let y denote measurements of a deterministic parameter x0 with Fisher information J(x0) = 1/(α|x0| 2 ) for some α > 0. Then the MSE of any estimatex of x0 with linear bias satisfies
Furthermore, if there exists an efficient estimatorx that achieves the CRLB J −1 (x0) = α|x0| 2 , then
achieves the bound (5), and has smaller MSE thanx for all x0 = 0.
We note that an estimator achieving the CRLB has minimum variance among all unbiased estimators. There are a variety of estimation problems in which the CRLB is not defined or cannot be achieved, but nonetheless a minimum variance unbiased (MVU) estimator can be found. The results of Theorem 1 and the discussion in the remainder of the paper hold true when we replace the CRLB J −1 (x0) everywhere by the variance of an MVU estimator. In this case, by linearly transforming the MVU estimator, we can reduce its MSE uniformly.
We now consider some examples of Theorem 1. Example 1. Suppose we are given N iid measurements yi that are distributed uniformly on [0, x0], and we wish to estimate x0. Although the CRLB in this problem is not defined, an MVU estimator exists and is given byx = (1 + 1/N )ymax, where ymax = maxi yi. The MSE ofx, which is the minimum variance achievable with an unbiased estimator, is αx . From Theorem 1, the estimatorx
has smaller MSE thanx for all values of x0 > 0. Example 2. Consider the problem of estimating the variance σ 2 of a Gaussian random variable with unknown mean µ from N iid measurements yi. In this problem the CRLB, which is given by 2σ 4 /N , cannot be achieved, but the estimator
yi is an MVU estimator with MSE equal to 2σ 4 /(N − 1). Applying Theorem 1 to (7) we conclude that
has smaller MSE for all values of µ and σ 2 . This result has also been obtained in [1, p. 316] . The MSE ofx b is 2σ
4 /(N + 1) which is smaller than the CRLB for all σ 2 > 0. Example 3. Suppose we wish to estimate the mean x0 of an exponential random variable from N iid measurements yi. An efficient estimator is the ensemble averagex = (1/N )
yi, whose MSE is x 2 0 /N . From Theorem 1, the MSE of the estimator
, which is smaller than the CRLB for all x0 > 0.
DOMINATING THE CRLB WITH LINEAR BIAS
We have seen in the previous section that in some special cases we can directly minimize the MSE over all linear bias vectors. Even when direct minimization is not possible, we may still be able to find a matrix M such that the resulting MSE bound is smaller than the unbiased CRLB J −1 (x0) for all possible values of x0. Thus, our goal now is to find a matrix M such that
for all values of x0 in some set U. If the matrix M satisfies (10), then we will say that M (strictly) dominates the CRLB on U [4] . This will ensure that ifx is an efficient estimator, then the estimator x b = (I + M)x will have smaller MSE thanx for all values of x0 ∈ U. In addition to satisfying (10), we would like M to have the property that there is no other matrix
for all x0 in U . Such a matrix M will be called admissible [4] . Our problem therefore is to find an admissible M that dominates the CRLB on U . It turns out that an admissible dominating matrix can be found as a solution to a convex optimization problem:
Theorem 2. Let y denote measurements of an unknown deterministic parameter vector x0. Let MSEB (M, x0) of (2) denote the bound on the MSE of any estimatex of x0 with linear bias b(x0) = Mx0, and let U ⊆ C m . Define
Note that the minimum in (12) is well defined since the objective is continuous and coercive [5] .
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the proof of [6, Theorem 1] by noting that MSEB (M, x) is continuous, coercive and strictly convex in M.
It follows from Theorem 2 that if we find an § M = 0 that is the solution to (12) , and ifx achieves the CRLB (or is an MVU estimator), then the MSE ofx b = (I + § M)x is smaller than that of x for all x0 ∈ U ; furthermore, no other estimator with linear bias exists that has a smaller (or equal) MSE thanx b for all x0 ∈ U.
For arbitrary forms of J −1 (x0), § M can be found by using one of the many known algorithms for solving minimax problems, such as subgradient algorithms [7] or the prox method [8] . In the remainder of the paper we treat the problem (12) in the case in which J −1 (x0) has the quadratic form
for some matrices A 0, Bi, Ci and vectors zi, where A 0 means that A is Hermitian and positive semidefinite. As we show, this will allow for efficient solutions and in some cases, a closedform expression for the optimal M. Besides leading to analytically tractable solutions, there are many cases in which J −1 (x0) can be written in the form (13) . Several examples are presented below.
Example 1 [9] . Consider estimating the mean µ and variance σ 2 of a Gaussian random variable from N iid measurements yi. In this case x = [µ σ 2 ] T , and
which has the form (13). If µ is Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ 2 µ , then
which again can be written as in (13) . Example 2. Suppose that the observation vector y is a vector of counts with mean g(x) = Hx + c for some invertible matrix H and constant vector c. The elements yi of y are assumed to be independent, with a Poisson distribution
where a is a constant. This problem arises for example in emissioncomputed tomography [10] . In this case,
which can also be expressed in the form (13). Example 3. As a final example, suppose that y = Hx + w, where w is a zero-mean Gaussian vector with covariance C. In this case, J −1 (x) = (H * C −1 H) −1 , which also has the form (13). In Section 4 we treat the problem (12) with J −1 (x) given by (13) when U = C m so that there is no restriction on x0. We show that the optimal M can be found as a solution to an SDP, which is a convex optimization problem that involves minimizing a linear function subject to linear matrix inequalities, i.e., matrix inequalities of the form G(M) 0 where G(M) is linear in M [11] . Once a problem is formulated as an SDP, standard software packages, such as the Self-Dual-Minimization (SeDuMi) package [12] , can be used to solve the problem in polynomial time within any desired accuracy. We also develop necessary and sufficient optimality conditions on M that lead to further insight into the solution.
In some settings, we may have additional information on x0 which can result in a lower MSE bound. For example, we may know that the norm of x0 is bounded. There may also be natural restrictions on the parameters, for example if x0 represents the variance or the SNR, then x0 ≥ 0. More generally, x0 may lie in a specified interval α ≤ x0 ≤ β. These constraints can all be viewed as special cases of the quadratic constraint x0 ∈ Q where
for some A1, b1 and c1. In Section 5, we discuss the scenario in which x0 ∈ Q, and show that again an admissible dominating M can be found by solving an SDP. Note that we do not require that A1 0 so that the constraint set (17) is not necessarily convex.
DOMINATING BOUND ON THE ENTIRE SPACE
We first treat the case in which U = C m . With J −1 (x0) given by (13), the MSE bound of (2) can be written compactly as
where we defined
From Theorem 2, an admissible dominating matrix M can then be found as the solution to
which can alternatively be written as mint,M t subject to
The constraint (21) is equivalent to [13, p. 163]
Since M = 0, t = 0 satisfies (22), our problem is always feasible. It can be shown that (22) is strictly feasible if and only if (22) is not strictly feasible then, as we show in [3] , it can always be reduced to a strictly feasible problem with additional linear constraints on M. A similar approach to that taken here can then be followed for the reduced problem. Therefore, we assume strict feasibility in the remainder of the paper.
SDP Formulation of the Problem
The constraint (22) is not written in convex form. Fortunately, in can be converted into a convex constraint, as incorporated in the following lemma: 
where
and for brevity we denoted Φ = X + M + M * .
The matrix Z(M, X) is linear in both M and X so that (24) is a linear matrix inequality. Using Schur's Lemma [13] the constraint M * M X can be written as
which is also linear. Therefore, using (23) the optimal M can be found as a solution to an SDP.
Dual Problem
To gain more insight into the form of the optimal M, and to provide an alternative method of solution which in some cases may admit a closed-from solution, we now rely on Lagrange duality theory. Since the problem (23) is convex and strictly feasible, its optimal value is equal to the optimal value of the dual problem. To find the dual, we first write the Lagrangian associated with our problem:
where ∆ 0 and
are the dual variables. Differentiating with respect to t and equating to 0, π = 1. Differentiating with respect to X and equating to 0,
Finally, the derivative with respect to M combined with (28) yields
The condition Π 0 implies that Π ww * . Therefore,
and S is invertible. Thus, from (30),
An important observation from (32) is that regardless of Π, M is not equal 0. Therefore, from Theorem 2 it follows that as long as the problem is strictly feasible, we can improve the CRLB for all values of x0 by a linear transformation. Using similar tools to those used here we can show that the optimal M is not zero also when the problem is not strictly feasible, as long as Bi = 0 for some i. Substituting (32) into the Lagrangian, the dual problem becomes 
In some cases, the dual problem may admit a closed form solution, leading to an explicit expression for M via (32). As an example, suppose that x = x is a scalar and J −1 (x) = a + b 2 x 2 for some a > 0. The dual problem becomes
The optimal solution can be shown to be
leading to
Therefore, ifx achieves the CRLB, then the estimator
achieves the MSE
MSEB (
which is smaller than J −1 (x) for all x.
Necessary and Sufficient Optimality Conditions
To complete our description of the optimal M, we can use the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) theory [5] to develop necessary and sufficient optimality conditions. Using the facts that π = 1, ∆ = Π + S(Π, w) and M is given by (32), we can conclude that the matrix M is optimal if and only if there exists a matrix Π and a vector w such that Π ww * and the following conditions hold:
were A0(M), b0(M), c0(M) are defined by (19), and S(Π, w) is given by (29).
DOMINATING BOUND ON A QUADRATIC SET
We now treat the case in which x is restricted to the quadratic set Q of (17), which is assumed to be strictly feasible. To find an admissible dominating matrix in this case we need to solve the problem
We first consider the inner maximization in (41) which, omitting the dependence on M, has the form
The problem of (42) is a trust region problem, for which strong duality holds [11] . Thus, it is equivalent to
where G(M) is defined in (22) and
The problem (43) is very similar to that of the previous section. Therefore, the development of the solution is analogous to the previous development (in particular, we also assume strict feasibility). We begin with the equivalent of Lemma 1, which shows that the optimal M can be found by solving an SDP:
Lemma 2. The problem (43) is equivalent to the convex problem
where Z(M, X) is defined in (24).
We now use Lagrange duality theory to gain more insight into the optimal M. The Lagrangian associated with (45) is
where ∆ 0 and Π is defined by (27). Since λ ≥ 0, the minimum of the Lagrangian is finite only if
The optimal value is then obtained at λ = 0, and the Lagrangian becomes the same as that associated with the unconstrained problem (23). Thus, the dual problem of (45) 
which is again an SDP. The optimal matrix M is then given by (32), where Π and w are the solution to the dual problem. Finally, in analogy to (40), using the KKT conditions we can show that the matrix M is optimal if and only if there exists a matrix Π and a vector w such that Π ww * and the following conditions hold:
As an example, suppose that J −1 (x) = A and the set Q is defined by x 2 ≤ c. In this case, we can use the optimality conditions (49) to verify that a strictly dominating M is
The 
Furthermore, if there exists an efficient estimatorx, then
achieves the bound (51), and has smaller MSE thanx for all x0 2 ≤ c.
A special case is the linear Gaussian model in which y = Hx0 + w where H is a known linear transformation with full rank, and w is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with positive definite covariance C. In this case,
The estimatorx b of (52) reduces to the minimax MSE estimator developed in [14] , which minimizes the worst-case MSE over all linear estimators. This estimator was shown in [15] to dominate the least-squares estimator for all x0 2 ≤ c; since the least-squares estimator is efficient in this problem, our results coincide with those of [15] .
EXAMPLE
In this section we demonstrate that our results can be used in practical settings even when an unbiased estimator is unknown. Specifically, we propose a linearly modified ML estimator in which we multiply the ML estimator by a strictly dominating matrix M on the appropriate set, even in cases when the ML estimator is not efficient. Since the ML estimator is asymptotically efficient, we are guaranteed that the MSE of the linearly modified ML estimator will be smaller than that of the ML estimator for all choices of parameters in the corresponding set asymptotically. We now demonstrate, through an example, that we often gain in performance even in the non-asymptotic regime.
Suppose we wish to estimate the SNR of a constant signal in Gaussian noise, from N iid measurements yi = µ + wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N where wi is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 , and the SNR is defined by x = µ 2 /σ 2 . The ML estimator of the SNR isx =μ 2 /σ 2 , wherê
The CRLB is this case is J −1 (x) = (1/N )(4x + 2x 2 ). Note, that in generalx is biased and does not achieve the CRLB; however, it is efficient asymptotically.
Since x ≥ 0 for all µ and σ 2 , to obtain a lower bound than the CRLB we may seek theM that is the solution to
The optimal value of M can then be found using the SDP formulation of Section 5. For our estimator, we then use the linearly transformed ML estimator which is given by (1 +M )x.
In Fig. 1 we compare the MSE of the ML estimator and the linear ML estimator as a function of N for an SNR of x = 2. For each N , the MSE is averaged over 10000 noise realizations. As can be seen from the figure, the MSE of the linear ML is smaller than that of the ML estimator for all values of N .
In some cases we may have prior information on the range of SNR values possible, which can be exploited to further improve the performance. Suppose that we know that α ≤ x ≤ β for some 
wherex =μ 2 /σ 2 . To develop a linear modification of the ML estimator we note that the constraint α ≤ x ≤ β can be written as (x − α)(x − β) = x 2 − (α + β)x + αβ ≤ 0.
We can now solve the problem (54) with respect to the set (56).
In Fig. 2 we compare the MSE of the constrained ML and the linear ML estimators for x = 2 and SNR bounds α = 1 and β = 5. As can be seen from the figure, the linearly modified ML estimator performs significantly better than the ML estimator. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a general framework for obtaining bounds on the MSE performance of estimators with linear bias vectors. The bounds we developed dominate the conventional CRLB so that they are uniformly lower for all feasible values of the unknown parameter vector x0. The key idea we proposed is that a dominating bound can be obtained by solving a certain minimax optimization problem. We then analyzed the resulting minimax problem in the case in which the CRLB is quadratic in x0.
